
Be Mobile, Be Smart:  
How to Manage Your Mobile Email 

 
Levo League Charlotte is hosting a conversation about revolutionizing 
the way you manage your email on your mobile device. We’re 
launching our first Digital Local Levo Charlotte event with Charlotte’s 
own Carson Tate, to manage your email on your mobile. Watch the 
talk streamed LIVE on Tuesday, July 22! 

 
 
Local Levo Charlotte Presents Google Hangout on Air: Manager Your Mobile Email with Carson Tate  
Tuesday, July 22, 2014 | 7:30pm—8:00pm EST 
Watch online! RSVP and click on the GHP link in the event page. Engage with @LevoLeague on 
social media using the Hashtags #LevoCLTtalk #LocalLevoCLT #worksimplylivefully 
 
 

“Freedom from busyness as usual” 
www.carsontate.com 
 

Carson Tate lives in Charlotte, NC and travels the country tackling and talking about the 
concept of 'busyness' in our professional and personal lives. She's pioneering a revolutionary 
approach to personal effectiveness and productivity that challenges the idea that time 
management training is the only solution to busyness. 
 

Her approach is based on both research and practical application with thousands of clients 
as the Managing Partner of Working Simply. Her philosophy and mission: to teach, coach, and 
mentor people to work smarter through personalized, productivity solutions. 
 

Carson’s vision for personalized productivity led to her develop and pioneer her unique 
Productivity Style assessment [Access: http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1578011/CARSON-TATE 
Use Password: CTsimple14], which allows clients to identify their Productivity Style and then 
learn specific strategies to simplify, streamline and organize their workflow. That concept 
anchors her book on conquering busyness that will release early 2015. 

 
 
About Levo (LAY-vo) League: 
Levo League is the largest and fastest--growing movement of Gen Y women in the workplace. 
“Levo,” meaning to smooth, polish, or otherwise improve, is the Latin root of the word “elevate,” and 
reflects the company’s mission to elevate the careers of its members.  
 
Launched in 2012 by Co--Founders Caroline Ghosn and Amanda Pouchot, Levo leverages 
technology to scale career success for professional women around the world. Levo offers users the 
opportunity to pursue the best job opportunities available, master new skills, and connect with a 
growing global network of both peers and mentors to accelerate their career success.  
 
Members gain direct access to mentors and peers both online and through Local Levo Chapters 
across the globe, an online job board, and rich skill--building content and curriculum. For more 
information contact Caitlin Sellers or check out related blog post. 
	  
	  
Media Contact: Local Levo Charlotte Leader Caitlin Sellers | charlotte@levoleague.com | 704-609-8078 


